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1. Introduction
The purpose of the project was to learn and implement the fundamental basics of OPCUA
system architecture using pub/sub systems. The system allows the users to create multiple
different publishers and subscribers, while accessing data from a local server and a primary
HTTP server. The system is designed to be a multi-client and multi-server system to simulate
real-life scenarios while having two different sources of generated values to send via sockets
in OPCUA protocols, multiple different APIs were used for the clients on how they retrieve
data as well.

Related work
1.1. Pub/Sub
In order to get a good understanding of OPCUA Publisher/Subscriber systems, we must first
understand what Publisher & Subscriber systems are.
Asynchronous service-to-service communication called publish/subscribe messaging, often
known as pub/sub messaging, is utilized in serverless and microservices architectures.
Pub/Sub systems fall under two categories, topic based and content-based system.

Content Based
Messages in a content-based system are only sent to a subscriber if their qualities or content
comply with restrictions set by the subscriber. The classification of the communications is the
subscriber's responsibility.
A combination of the two is supported by some systems; publishers post messages to a topic,
while subscribers sign up for content-based subscriptions to one or more topics.

Topic Based
Messages are published to "topics" or specified logical channels in a topic-based system. All
communications published to the subjects to which subscribers have subscribed will be sent to
them in a topic-based approach. The themes to which subscribers can subscribe must be
established by the publisher.

1.2. OPCUA
The messaging mechanism known as "Publish/Subscribe" in OPCUA avoids direct
communication between senders and particular recipients. Instead, senders, known as Publishers,
group messages into classes without being aware of whether or whether there are any potential
recipients. Like senders, receivers known as Subscribers indicate interest in one or more classes
and only receive messages that are of interest, without being aware of the senders' identities.

OPCUA short for Open Platform Communications Unified Architecture, which is being used in
many different markets to relay information. Hardware suppliers can supply OPC servers for
their systems, enabling uniform access, thanks to the OPC standards and specifications for
industrial telecommunications. It allows companies and other parties to have reliable data
exchange and additional modularity for their products.

1.3. MQTT
MQTT is a lightweight publish-subscribe machine-to-machine network protocol (originally an
acronym for MQ Telemetry Transport).
A message broker and numerous customers are the two categories of network entities that the
MQTT protocol defines. A server known as a MQTT broker is one that accepts all messages
from clients and then directs them to the proper destination customers. Any device that runs a
MQTT library and connects to a MQTT broker across a network is referred to as a MQTT client.
A topical hierarchy is used to arrange information. A control message is sent to the linked broker
together with the new piece of data when a publisher has it to distribute.

2. System Architecture
For the OPCUA pub/sub implementation we have used eclipse/milo which is available to the
public. Milo only supports up to OPCUA version 1.03, along with JDK 8, it would be advised to
run the system on Java 8 due to some dependencies are not supported by Maven.
For an OPCUA pub/sub system we require servers, client and OPCUA servers as well for basic
system architecture to function. Due to the limitations of 1.03 version of OPCUA we will have to
manually create a server acting as our broker as well as our generated values for the topics.

2.1. Example server
For our server we need initialize our endpoint, the port number, we do this by creating a
private method called private Set<EndpointConfiguration>
createEndpointConfigs(int port)

The purpose of this method is to create a port where the server is initialized, and the port
number will be used by the subscriber as well as the publishers.
In essence, once the OPCUA server is initialized we would be running the subscriber
with run config using the port number, for a port number 12888, the publishers as well as
the clients would use that port to have access to the server, this eliminates few things.
Firstly, since clients can subscriber to multiple servers, we are quite modular while being
more secure. Secondly, the client and publishers do not interact directly with each other
which allows less complexity in the system

2.2. Example Client
The example client requires multiple helper classes to subscriber and unsubscribe from
topics we can create the example client as an abstract class to utilize the forementioned
classes, we can create two different types of classes for the client, one with a singular
client initialization and another for multiple client initialization. We will be focusing on
multiple clients for the intent of displaying multiple clients subscribing to the same
topics.

2.2.1. Subscribe & Unsubscribe
As mentioned before one of
the helper classes as
subscription example will
handle the subscription part
of the client to the topic
using sockets.
We could have simply
combined the client and the
subscribe and unsubscribe
mechanism in a single class,
which would have limited
up options in terms of
scalability.

2.3. Generated Values
For the publishers to have data from outside sources, we need to simulate an environment as if
the system is running in the real world with real data feed. We have 2 approaches for this, one is
HTTP requests and the other is sockets.

Additionally, we can implement another OPCUA server that works with sockets.
Note: When mentioning sockets in OPCUA it is a TCP protocol which is essentially a socket.

We are simply sending 10 integers values by a for loop to the clients by using the TCP protocols
in OPCUA. While the socket does allow a simpler design, using HTTP server allows us to have
access from multiple access point, the intent of implementing both is to understand the general
capabilities of OPCUA system.

Additional code portions are available in the appendix.

3. Conclusion
In conclusion, Pub/Sub system in OPCUA allows the user to have a lot of flexibility in terms of
implementation, security, and modularity.
By implementing the system to be multi-server and multi-client it allows scalability as well as
access to data sets over the web.
The biggest strength of an OPCUA Pub/Sub system is the behavior of its Publishers and their
Subscribers, since the OPCUA server handles the data transfer neither of the parties is ever
related, which means any client who wants to get updated on something simply can be given
permission to the port of the OPCUA server and subscribe to the topic without the additional
authorization from the publisher end.

4. Appendix
Http Response portion

Subscription Example

Client Factory class
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